
         Purdue May 17 [18]86__ 
Monday morning 6 a.m. 
My own Darling Darling Effie 
 Your dear precious letter yesterday was such a comfort and I enjoyed it so very much_   
Oh Darling I am so glad to have you write as you did in the last part about your willingness to 
come out here.  I think you almost feel as if you would rather be far away than not for awhile 
and I know the reason is that you can have me to yourself more & I want you to feel that it will 
take at least a year of constant being together to make up for all we have suffered__  I was 
hoping for your sake that the Amherst scheme would work for I thought you would be happier 
to change to Amherst became it is nearer home & we should not be so far out of reach of our 
families but I am really glad that you do not prefer that plan to coming here for I certainly do 
not unless it is very clear that we can do much better financially.  We shall do pretty well here 
even on $1000. I think.  We shall be able to save some of that but I havent much idea that I shall 
be kept on that.  I think that I shall pick up some other work.  If I do not I shall stick strictly to 
what I am paid for & not do $1600. worth of work for $1000.  I am tired of that scheme.  Last 
year was the time they got the work out of me.  Think of the work I put in last year for $600_  I 
guess they wont find another fool to do it soon but it made me a permanent desideration here 
& they will be sorry to have me leave if I have to go__    

Darling I am sure[,] like you[,] that we will have a better chance of being happy & 
contented here in this room than almost anywhere else we could go.  We shall be entirely 
independent[,] no one to watch us or talk us over.  The ordinary boarding house gossip cant 
catch us and in that respect we can have things pretty much our own way.  We can go about to 
suit ourselves and I feel sure that in that point of view we shall have the next best thing to 
keeping house_  This is as fine a room as is to be had in the place anywhere.  It is large[,] very 
high ceiling[,] immense bay windows.  Its situation on the first floor is disadvantageous but dont 
count as against the isolation.  We shall be here by ourselves & can be as happy as can be in our 
mutual happiness of ownership__  Then it will be so convenient for me & we shall see so much 
more of each other than we could hope to in any other way & I shall have a good deal of time 
next year for private work which I will do here in great part and thus we shall be together 
almost all the time & wont we be happy?__  I oughtn’t put a question mark there for I know we 
will be & havent any doubt.     

Darling I have written you already about your mother feeling badly over your taking 
time for letters.  It is all right darling at this end and I don’t misunderstand her feeling or think 
you ought to try to do any more than you can without making the least hard feeling on her part.  
I know Darling how badly she must feel & feel awfully sorry for her__  It is the hardest trial I 
have to think of causing her so much sorrow but it is inevitable.  You must take this step and 
you must leave her & cling to your husband.  That is ordained by nature or of God which is the 
same thing and it would cause far greater misery were you not to do so_  We both know that 



your mother feels in this way too and yet it almost breaks her heart to feel that you must leave 
her and come to me__  I can promise to love & protect you & I will so cheerfully promise that 
for it is what I shall always rejoice most to be allowed to do and she may believe it.  No she will 
believe it & trust me without hesitation and yet she cant help the bereaved feeling that she is 
beginning to have now_  So Darling I am not only willing to make any sacrifice now of that 
nature for her sake but I think it is our duty & will be patient & to make up[,] as I said 
yesterday[,] I will be even more careful of my letters to you so as to help you do your part & 
certainly make it no harder for you__  I am so thankful that we are getting nearer all the time to 
June 12th.  Oh my own precious Darling Darling Effie[,] what a meeting we shall have after this 
long & horrible separation.  It has been the worst to bear for me of the three.  It has been so 
hard when I have wanted my own so but we are beginning to see the daylight and will be out in 
the sunshine before a great many days longer__  

 And now Darling[,] I must tell you why I didn’t write to you yesterday.  I had expected to 
write last evening[,] my usual time for writing[,] but last evening I had bad headache and a little 
after eight oclock I undressed and went to bed for the night.  I slep fell asleep at once or almost 
at once and awoke at five oclock this morning feeling finely.  My head ache had gone & there 
was nothing the matter with me except the natural lazy feeling that one has in the morning.  I 
lay there awhile[,] then got up and dressed and began this letter and that is why I didn’t spend 
part of my sunday Darling in writing to you as I always mean to do__  You will get the letter just 
as soon and yet I would rather have written it on Sunday for I always mean that part of that day 
shall be kept exclusively for you_   

I went out in the morning with Van L[andeghem].[,] Golden & Webster went too[,] and 
we had a lovely bright morning for our walk_  The place is upon the river shore and we found 
when we reached it that we were cut off from going by the regular road by an immense flood.  
The recent very heavy rains have produced a very perceptible impression upon the river & from 
a very ordinary sort of stream it has changed to a mighty river as wide as the Hudson[,] dirty 
brown and flowing in the channel at a rate of ten miles an hour.  It had spread beyond its 
natural banks and overflowed the flood plain or “river bottom” as it is called and the levee is a 
long and narrow peninsula jutting out into a great inland sea half a mile wide or more.  I guess 
my estimate that the river is as wide as the Hudson will need some modification _  We had a 
pretty walk.  The Hollow is full of flowers[,] a beautiful crimson red “Pink”, columbine[,] phlox[,] 
two kinds [of] geranium and a whole lot more.  I sent your mother a lot of the same kind last 
Spring and if you saw them you will know what kinds.  They were all growing in the greatest 
luxuriance “in their native element” as Van L[andeghem]_ continually ejaculated.  He is a 
greater source of amusement than the walk itself__  On the way out he was telling me about 
his being in the French army in 1870 and getting wounded.  He was then 19 years old & got two 
bayonet cuts & one shot from a rifle.   After telling the story he wound up with “aint I plucky” 
with the most utterly innocent & amusing failure to see the egotism of the remark__  He is a 



sort of perpetual picnick & his language is so broken that you can imagine how amusing it is.  
He always ends up every sentence with “Aint it?” no matter what the sentence is & uses the 
wrong word with all the gravity of such a person even when it makes the most ridiculous 
sense__  The sun was very bright but the air was cool__  I got my headache started while out 
walking[,] an unusual thing for me[,] & it lasted all day more or less but was worst at night so 
that when I got in from a walk with Miss Weed & Miss More after supper to the river I went at 
once to bed as I already have told you.  My Sunday wasn’t a very religiously observed day tho I 
went to chapel in the afternoon and I feel rather wicked over it.  If it hadn’t been that Van 
L[andeghem]_ cant leave the greenhouse during the week I should not have gone on such a 
tiresome jaunt on Sunday but he was so anxious that I should go & had spoken so much about it 
that I considered it all right to go____ 

Darling I do not know whether there will be any harm in it or not.  If there is just say so 
& that will settle the matter but if there is not I should like you to make me a necktie out of the 
satin you use for your wedding dress & I shall wear the necktie at the wedding__  This would 
please me Darling very much and at the same be the nicest thing for the tie.  No one except 
ourselves need know that the tie is from the same goods as your dress and it would please me 
very much indeed.  If you dont like the notion or havent got enough of the satin then Darling it 
is all right but if you can do it and would like it too it would please me very much indeed.  I said I 
would write you[,] Effie my own[,] some more about the persons to be invited to our 
wedding__   I do not feel under obligation to the Van Sants except Will.  I can’t remember 
having had any invitation to Horries wedding or to Hatties & I can’t recall that I had any 
announcements.  I certainly am not very anxious to invite them[,] tho if we had piles of room I 
might.  Horrie[,] if he came[,] would of course bring his wife & that would make two & I feel 
that we had better keep away from that sort of thing.  I do not know what Mamma will think 
about the Seminary people.  Dr & Mrs Buttz will be invited if we have Dr B[uttz]. to tie the knot.  
If he is to be away about that time[,] & perhaps he will be[,] then I guess I will ask Mr Dotterer 
who has always been a very good friend of mine unless you would object & I think you would 
not____  But if we had the Buttz’s[,] perhaps Mamma would think we ought to have the rest or 
some of them.  I guess not however__  I think I would like to invite Cyrus & Emma Strong.  As to 
the Cheneys[,] perhaps there might be some question about our having them.  If so[,] you must 
let me know at once_  And if there are[,] as there no doubt will be[,] other names proposed for 
my list I want you to let me know but we will not make up the final list till I get home for there 
will be plenty of time then wont there.  Where are you going to have the invitations made?  Can 
I help you any about it?  I only wish I could be where I could help you some Darling and hinder 
or [ill.] awhile to make up for the help.  Oh my own[,] I do want you so and am so glad we are 
getting along toward the end of our trail.  I will not write now about the plans for arranging the 
room but will write about that tonight and now I will stop & go to work.  I have been 
interrupted by breakfast & it is now eight oclock_  I didnt write to Papa last night and must do 



that yet.  Oh my own[,] I am full of longing & impatience to be with you.  I can hardly wait for 
the days to pass___  I enclose Sues letter.  It is very nice indeed.  Thank you for sending it.  You 
see why she wrote me to find out your address and I think she might have hit you by writing at 
once to the old address for it would have been forwarded without delay.  You mentioned your 
change of address at Station G. did you not.  Now Darling for a little while goodbye, with 
deepest fondest truest love 

ever from your 
     Harry___ 
  

 


